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[BCM] [N] .
1 $G$ $X$ . $\{g\in G|g.x=x\forall x\in X\}$
$G$ . , $G$ $X$ .
$f$ : $Garrow Sym(X)$ . , $f(g)=f_{g}$ for $g\in G$
$f_{g}(x)=g.x$ for $x\in X$ . , $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}f$ $G$ . $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}f$
$G$ , $G=\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}f$ . , $G$ $X$ . $\text{ }$
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2 $G$ $X$ , $X\subseteq Z(G)$ .
3 $G$ , $Z_{2}(G)$ . , $Z_{2}(G)=Z(G)$ $G/Z(G)$ .
, .
4 $NC$ , centedess .
5 $NC$ , .
, centerless Morley rank $G$ . $G$
$N$ . $N$ , 2 , $N$ $G$ .
$G$ centerless , $N=1$ .
$N$ , $N^{O}$ . , $a\in G$ , $C_{G}(a)$ .
$a\in N^{o}$ , $G$ Morley rank , $G=N^{o}$ .
$a\not\in N^{o}$ , $G/N^{o}$ NC . , $MR(G)=MR(a^{G})(a^{G}$ $G$
generic) , $\overline{a}=aN^{o},\overline{G}=G/N^{o}$ , $\overline{a}^{\overline{G}}$ $\overline{G}$ generic. , $C_{\overline{G}}(\overline{a})$
. $G$ . $G$ .
3 $|a|\neq\infty$
, $a\in G$ , $C_{G}(a)$ . , conjugacy class $a^{G}$ $G$ generic.
6 $G$ $NC$ , $a$ , $|a|\neq\infty$ .
$G$ NC . $|a|=\infty$ . , $a^{n}\in C_{G}(a)\forall n\in \mathrm{N}$
.
4 $|a|\neq 2$
7 $G$ $NC$ , $a$ , $|a|\neq 2$ .
$a$ involution . $a^{G}$ $G$ generic. $a^{G}=A$ , $aA$
$G$ generic. , $aA\cap A$ $G$ generic. L , $B=\{b\in A| ab\in A\}$ $G$
generic. ,
$aa^{b}=ab^{-1}ab=abab$ $=(ab)^{2}=1$ .
, $a^{b}=a$ , $b\in C_{G}(a)$ . , $B\subseteq Cc(a)$ $Cc(a\cdot)$
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5 $G$ involution










10 $NC$ involution .
$|g|=n=2m$ . , $g^{m}$ involution.
6 $|a|\neq 3$
, NC $G$ exponent 3 .
, T Wagner . ,
, .
11 (Wagner[W]) W 3 generic $g$ , $nil\mu tent$-by-finite.
$x\in G$ $g$ $x$ generic . , $ga$ $xg^{-1}$ generic. ,
$x^{g^{2}}x^{g}x=gxgxgx=1=xg^{-1}xg^{-1}xg^{-1}=xx^{g}x^{g^{2}}$
, $xx^{g}=(x^{g^{2}})^{-1}=x^{g}x$ . , $C_{G}(x^{G})=C_{G}(x^{g1}, \cdots, x^{g_{\mathfrak{n}}})\exists g_{1},$ $\cdots,g_{n}\in$
G. $g$ generic , $g_{1}g,$ $\cdots,g_{n}g$ generic. , $g$ $x^{g:g}$
. , $x^{g^{-1}}$ $x^{g:}$ . , $x^{g^{-1}}x^{G}$ . ,
$x\in C_{G}(x^{G})^{g}=C_{G}(x^{G})$ . , $x^{G}$ . [W] Theorem
IJJ2 , $G$ nilpotent.
$G$ 2 $x,$ $y$ 2-step nilpotent. , $[x,y]=x^{-1}x^{y}=$




, $x$ generic $z$ , $yz$ $x$ generic. $x^{3}=1$ , $\langle x^{G}\rangle$
commutator ,
$x^{3}=[x, y]^{3}=[x, z]^{3}=[x, yz]^{3}=([x, y]^{z}[x, z])^{3}=([x, y]^{z})^{3}[x, z]^{3}$ .
. , $G$ exponent 3. $\square$
, Poizat .
Poizat $G$ Morley rank , $\varphi(x)$ atomic $G$
generic . , $G$ $\varphi(x)$ .
7 $|a|\neq 2^{2}$ ?
, . M. Hall
$B(r, 4)$ .
12 $G$ $NC$ , $a$ 4 $G$ .
, $a$ .
$a^{G}=A$ . $A$ $G$ generic. , $a=x_{1}$ .
Claim $H$ $G$ , $x\in G$ $x^{2}\in H$ . , $\langle H, x\rangle$
.
. , $H=\langle x_{1}, x_{2}^{2}\rangle,$ $x=x_{2}$ , $\langle x_{1}, x_{2}\rangle$ . , $\langle x_{1}, x_{2}, x_{3}^{2}\rangle$ ,
$\langle x_{1}, x_{2}, x_{3}\rangle$ .
Claim $\langle H, x\rangle$
$h_{1},xh_{2}xh_{3}x\cdots h_{n-1}xh_{n},$ , (1)




. , $k\in H$ .
, (2) ( $1\rangle$
$h_{12:-1}xh,\cdots xhh_{1}^{-1}.xkxh_{}^{-1}h_{1+1}.x\cdots xh_{n}$, (3)
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.
(2) $h_{1-1}$. $h_{i-1}.h_{i}^{-1}$ , $h_{i-2}$ $h_{i-2}(h_{i-1}h_{i}^{-1})^{-1}=h_{i-2}h_{i}h^{-1},|.-1$
$’\cdots$ . , $h_{2}$. T
$j$
$h_{2},$ $h_{2}h_{3}^{-1},$ $\cdot h_{2}h_{4}h_{3}^{-1}$ , $h_{2}h_{4}h_{5}^{-1}h_{3}^{-1},$ $\cdots$
$h_{2}.h_{4}\cdots h_{2s}h_{2s-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{5}^{-1}.h_{3}^{-1},$ $h_{2}h_{4}\cdots h_{2s}h_{2s+1}^{-1}.h_{2*-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{5}^{-1}h_{3}^{-1}$,
, $s$ $2s+1<n$ .
\vdash 1 , (1) . , $n\geq|H|+3$ ,
1 , $H$ . ,
;
$h_{2}\cdots h_{2r}h_{2r-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$. $=$ $h_{2}\cdots h_{2r}h_{2r+1}^{-1}.h_{2r-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ ;
$h_{2}\cdots h_{2r}h_{2r-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ $=$ $h_{2}\cdots h_{2r}\cdots h_{2s}h_{2s-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{2r-1}^{-1}.\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ ;
$h_{2}.\cdots h_{2r}.h_{2r-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ $=$ $h_{2}\cdots h_{2r}\cdots h_{2s}h_{2s+1}^{-1}.\ldots h_{2r-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ ;
$h_{2}\cdots h_{2r}.h_{2r+1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ $=$ $h_{2}.\cdots h_{2r}\cdots h_{2s}h_{2s-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{2r+1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ ;
$h_{2}\cdots h_{2r}h_{2r+}^{-1}.,$ $\ldots h_{3}^{-1}$, $=$ $h_{2}.\cdots h_{2r}\cdots h_{2s}h_{2s+1}^{-1}\cdots h_{2r+1}^{-1}\cdots h_{3}^{-1}$ .
, $h_{2r+1}=1$ , (1) . 2 ,
$h_{2r+2}\cdots h_{2s}h_{2*-1}^{-1}\cdots h_{2r+1}^{-1}.\cdot=1$ .
, (1) $h_{2r+1}$. 1 .
.
, $n\geq|H|+3$ , (1) - ,.
, $\langle H, x\rangle$ (1) $n\leq|H|+2$ . , $\langle H, x\rangle$ .
, 12 ( $L$ ) .
.
Ql $L\sigma\supset \mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ $\mathfrak{l}\mathrm{f}4l^{1}$?
Y6 , $L$ locally-nilpotent . ,
MIN 13 (T.Yen, e.g.[B]) lacally nilpotent $f_{*}p\mathcal{M}\dot{c}$ - solvable.
, $L$ solvable. , $L$ definable closure $\overline{L}$ solvable.
$\mathrm{Q}2a\in\overline{L}^{o}$ ?
. Yae , $a$ , .
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